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Introduction

In order to improve quality of an implementation of a distributed and multithreaded system, software engineers inspect code and run tests. However, the
concurrent nature of such systems makes these tasks challenging. For testing,
this problem is addressed by stress testing, which repeatedly executes a test
hoping that eventually all possible outcomes of the test will be encountered.
In this paper we present the dBug tool, which implements an alternative
method to stress testing called systematic testing. The systematic testing method
implemented by dBug controls the order in which certain concurrent function
calls occur. By doing so, the method can systematically enumerate possible interleavings of function calls in an execution of a concurrent system.
The dBug tool can be thought of as a light-weight model checker, which uses
the implementation of a distributed and multi-threaded system and its test as
an implicit description of the state space to be explored. In this state space,
the dBug tool performs a reachability analysis checking for a number of safety
properties including the absence of 1) deadlocks, 2) conflicting non-reentrant
function calls, and 3) system aborts and runtime assertions inserted by the user.
Related Work The idea of systematic testing of concurrent systems has been
first explored by VeriSoft [2]. In recent years, the research community has significantly advanced the state of the art of practical dynamic analysis and produced
a number of powerful tools for finding faults in concurrent systems. The CHESS
tool [5] implements systematic testing for multi-threaded Windows-based programs. The ISP tool [7] implements systematic testing for distributed MPI-based
programs. The MaceMC tool [4] implements systematic testing for distributed
and multi-threaded programs written in the Mace language. The MoDist tool [10]
implements systematic testing using binary instrumentation for distributed and
multi-threaded Windows-based programs. Compared to these tools, dBug is
the only tool capable systematic testing of unmodified distributed and multithreaded systems. As such, dBug can be used for analysis of the plethora of
existing concurrent systems designed for POSIX-compliant operating systems.
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2.1

Tool
Architecture

Interposition Layer The interposition layer is responsible for monitoring and
controlling the execution of the system under test. Notably, when a thread of
the system under test is about to call a function which dBug seeks to control,
the interposition layer transparently intercepts this call, suspends the execution
of the calling thread, and informs the arbiter about this event. At some later
point, the interposition layer receives a message from the arbiter which causes
the calling thread to resume execution.
Arbiter The arbiter is responsible for selecting the order in which concurrently
intercepted function calls execute. The arbiter is a centralized entity that maintains a global view of the system under test. In particular, the arbiter uses a
client-server architecture (depicted in Figure 1) to collect information about the
threads running in the system and intercepted calls via instances of the interposition layer. At some point, referred to as the decision point, the arbiter infers
that the system under test can make no progress without the arbiter resuming
execution of some of the suspended threads. For example, when the number of
threads in the system under test matches the number of concurrently intercepted
calls, the arbiter knows it has reached a decision point. At that point the arbiter
decides which of the concurrently intercepted calls should execute first.
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Fig. 1. dBug Architecture

Explorer The explorer is responsible for navigating the repeated execution of
the test to yet unexplored parts of the state space. In particular, after each execution of a test, the explorer collects information about all the decision points
encountered by the arbiter. This information is then used to gradually build a
decision tree with nodes corresponding to decision points and edges corresponding to intercepted calls. The decision tree is in turn used to craft schedules for
future instances of the arbiter to steer the execution down unexplored branches
of the tree. Figure 2 illustrates how the explorer communicates with different
instances of the system under test, while iteratively building the decision tree.
To explore the decision tree, the explorer uses a stateless approach.
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Fig. 2. dBug Exploration

2.2

Functionality

Using the architecture described above, the tool performs a reachability analysis
over the decision tree, while checking for a number of safety properties including
the absence of 1) deadlocks, 2) conflicting non-reentrant function calls, and 3)
system aborts and runtime assertions inserted by the user.
To check for deadlocks, the interposition layer intercepts function calls that
are potentially blocking while collecting information that could influence whether
a call blocks. Using this information, the arbiter can infer for each intercepted call
whether execution of the call from the current state would block. For example,
the arbiter keeps track of all threads and processes running as part of the system
under test in order to infer if an intercepted call to waitpid(), sem wait() or
pthread join() would block. A deadlock is detected when the arbiter reaches
a decision point knowing all intercepted calls would block.
To check for non-reentrant function call conflicts, the interposition layer intercepts calls to functions that are not guaranteed to be reentrant (e.g. by POSIX
standard [3]). The dBug tool checks if a decision point can be reached such that
two intercepted calls correspond to the same non-reentrant function being called
by two threads of the same process.
To check for assertion violations as well as more general system aborts such
as segmentation faults, the interposition layer installs its own signal handlers.
These handlers inform the arbiter about a delivery of a signal before the system
actually crashes and then forward the signal to the original handler.
The current version of the dBug tool supports interposition of the POSIX
process management, POSIX threads, and POSIX semaphores interface. For a
detailed list of events intercepted by the interposition layer, we refer the interested read to the dBug User Manual available from the project web page [8].
2.3

Limitations

First, the tool might fail to discover a concurrency error that requires an interleaving of events at a finer level of abstraction than that of a function call.
Second, given that the problem of precise detection of a decision point (i.e.
no forward progress is possible without resuming execution of one of the suspended threads) is undecidable, the tool sometimes resorts to using a timeout
as a mechanism for detecting a decision point. If the arbiter incorrectly infers it
has reached a decision point, the method might fail to cover the decision tree.

Third, even if decision points are detected precisely, if the system under test
contains a source of non-deterministic behavior which is not controlled by the
arbiter, the method might still fail to cover the decision tree. For example, the
overhead imposed by dBug can skew the timing of events in the system, which
can be a problem if control flow is time-dependent.
Lastly, the method assumes that a test execution terminates. Although it is
possible to execute the method using dove-tailing to avoid getting stuck in an
infinite execution, the method does not check for infinite loops.
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Evaluation

In our previous work [9], dBug has been applied on a parallel file system and
distributed key-value storage. More recently, the dBug tool has been used for
systematic testing of implementations of a proxy web server created by students
as their final assignment for 15-213 Introduction to Computer Systems, a class
offered by the Computer Science Department at Carnegie Mellon University.
The assignment asked students to create a proxy server that receives an
HTTP request from a client, inspects the request header to find out the target
server, sends the request to the server, receives a reply from the server, and sends
the reply to the client. Additionally, the proxy was expected to service multiple
requests concurrently and to service duplicate requests from a local cache.
To check student proxies, we would start up a local web server and the
proxy and issue requests to the proxy using the curl utility. After eliminating
35 proxies that failed simple sequential tests, we were left with 80 proxies. To
test the concurrent nature of these proxies, we would concurrently issue two
identical requests and used dBug to systematically enumerate possible ways in
which the concurrent events triggered by the test could occur. The dBug tool
was configured to timeout after 60 minutes. The detailed experiment data for
the results below are provided at the dBug project web page [8].
The dBug tool found concurrency faults in 25 of the 80 tested proxies, including a fault in the reference proxy written by one of the course teaching assistants.
We confirmed the existence of all of these faults by mapping the traces generated
by dBug into the source code of the proxies.
For 13 of the 25 faulty proxies, more than 60% of the executions witnessed
by dBug were erroneous. We suspect that the reason why these faults went
undetected by the programmers is because dBug, similar to Eraser [6], marks
executions that could have gone wrong, but did not, as faults. For example,
dBug flags an execution when two threads of the same process make concurrent
calls to a non-reentrant function or when a free mutex is unlocked, irrespective
of whether such behavior maps to an observable fault.
Lastly, we compared the findings of dBug to the code inspection carried
out during grading of the assignment by experienced course instructors and
teaching assistants. Surprisingly, the code inspection identified only 20% of the
faults identified by dBug. On the other hand, unlike dBug, the code inspection
was able to identify multiple data races that happened because of insufficient
synchronization of concurrent memory accesses.
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Conclusion

In this paper we have presented a novel tool, dBug, which addresses the challenge of finding concurrency faults in unmodified distributed and multi-threaded
systems. The tool is an open-source project and is available for download from
the dBug project web page [8]. As an on-going work we are working on extending functionality and improving efficiency of the tool. In particular, we are
adding support for 1) interposition of events of the Linux sockets interface, 2)
virtualization and control of time, and 3) state space reduction akin to [1].
Finally, while the experiment has been carried out independently of the 15213 class, we are working towards making dBug an integral tool available to the
education of programmers of concurrent systems.
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Part 2 - Tool Presentation
The oral presentation of the tool will start with a short tutorial on how to use
the tool. In this demonstration it will be shown how dBug can step through an
execution of an unmodified distributed and multi-threaded system. In particular,
the tool can be run in an interactive mode, which allows the user to input the
choices for the arbiter. The batched mode of the tool will be then demonstrated
in order to give the audience an idea about the rate at which dBug explores the
state space. Finally, if provided with ample time and interest from the audience,
we could demonstrate the steps required to extended dBug with support for a
new library interface. Notably, adding initial support for reordering calls to a
new function requires minutes of effort, which makes dBug easily extensible and
we would love others to use the tool for their own experiments and analysis.

